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is the lates~ Iilf a number of jetties constructed on the co~st,
for the purpose of loading coal from the various mines situated on
the s~aboard of New .South Wales,-\! It may not be here amiss to
state, briefly, the various works of this class that have been erected
up to this time. The first was at Bellamby, between B,-!Ili and
Wollongong, 'over thirty years since; it was of a very temporary
character, and, ' owing to the great difficu lty of getting alongside
with a sailing vessel, it fell into disuse, and eventually, through'
.decay and damage by storms, it washed away. Precisely the same
fate overtook a similar jetty constructed about the same time at
Catherine Hill Bay. Only about 120 feet of this is now standing
(or falling), but there is one point of interest in it which the author
considers worthy of notice. On examining the piles he found that
,they principally consisted of ti-tree, and were in apparently a
.sound condition; they di? not see~ to be affected in any :y.ay by
t he cobra or other sell worm; this stat~ of preservation, after a
period of immersion of fully thirty years, appears to him remarkable;
hut the rock formation being a conglomorate highly charged with
iron pyrites, may to a great extent account for it.
Next in order come the Bulli, Coal Cliff, and Kembla jetties;
,these have now been in use for some years, that at Bulli being a
well known landmark familiar to many travelling by sea.
The work forming the subject of this paper was commenced
in April, 1886; it has been in use since January of this year, and
is now on the point of completion.
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It begins at the junction 'of the lines of railway from Nos. I
and 2 mine, a~d is carried out across a small indent in the coa'!lt,
known as Hick's Bay (Plate 5), in an easterly direction, being
partially sheltered from the effect Ofl a southerly gale by a headland and a low lying reef of rocks, but exposed to all weather
from the S.E., E., and N.E: I f
The bottom consists of a shale rock, generally soft and easy to
work, but having pa:tche~ of a hard rl.ature. ' Overlying the rock is
a shifting bed of s~nd, which varies' greatly according to ' the state
of the weather; this J has caused considerable obstruction in the
carrying out of the work." ',.
From · the . commencement outwards, about 250' feet, the reef
falls very gradually, being immersed at high tide . From this point
it drops quickly into d1eep water thrqugh broken rocks and boulders,
and falls gradually outwards.
The general dimensions are :-Totallength, 870 feet; width,
30' feet from the outer end to 620 feet inshore, thence 42 feet to
180 feet inwards,-from which' it branches off in two wings to Nos.
' .
r
I and 2 mine,. at a width of 23 feet each; height from reef to
deck at inshore end; 30 fee't,i and at outer end, 56 feet. Depth of:
water varies from' 22 to 25 fe k according to the state of the sand.
'The construction of die work is shewn in elevation and plan,
plate No.6, and in sections, plate No.' 7. The deck load it is
designed to carry is that equal to a I2-ton lo.comotive and ·train on
the double line. The piers of the wings carrying the superstructure
are formed in the manner shewn in "the section AA. The piles are
• not less than 15 inches diameter af the smaller end, and 20 inches
at the butt, the larger end being placed downwards. The butt is
adzed round a distance of 2 feet 6 inches and to 18 inches diameter,
on which' two wrought-iron rings, 4 inches x I inch, are shrunk on,
one at the upper 'end, the other close to the base. In the centre
of the pile a. hole is bored to lreceive a dowell-pin, 3 inches
diameter.
At the head the pires are teno~ed into 'a n 'ironbark headstock,
i4 inches x 1'1- inches, and secUI~ed each with double anchor bolts.
The centre pile is vertical, and the other piles have each a batter
0(1
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of I in 5. They are bra.ced with double ~haIings, notched into
and bolted to the p!Ies; "the diagonal bracing being 9 inches x
5 inches, toed into the whaIings and bolted to piles and headstocks
respectively. At the junction of the two wings, and for the next
eight bays, the piers are construc...ted with four pites, these are the
same size as those before mentioned, and are finished at head and
butt in a similar manner. They are braced "as shewn in section
ce, above H.W.M., with 12 inches x 6 inches double whalings,
and 9 inches x 5 inches braces, notched in and bolted. At the
termination of the four pile work, which completes the widening
out of the deck for the purpose of sidings, crossings, &c.; the
piers are constructed for a further distance of 180 feet in the
manner shewn in section "BB. The whole f the work in this
portion is similar to that previously' described, with the exception '
of the chain bracing below water, which is substituted"for \vood to
avoid the strain which would inevitably occur by the action of the
waves upon it, and thereby be a source of weakness instead of
strength. These chains, which are t inch diameter, are secured
to the butt of eacQ outside pile by m ~ans of a heavy bolt passing
<
through them, the ~ead being forged into an eye to which the
shackle of the chain is fixed. Immediately ,u nder the longitudinal
whalings, similar bolts are fitted, to these a,shackle and bolt are
fitted, which work into a ~oop secured to the end of. the chain.
They·are thus, after fitting, all hauled up taut and made fast at
their intersection with the centre pile by a suitable staple. Up to
this point, or 420 feet from shore, the piers are set 20 feet apart,
and from hence they are spaced IS ' feet apart, and are
(;onstructed in the manner shewn in' section ee, to within 30 feet
of the termination of the jdty. • As will be seen the work here
throughout is of a similar character to that previously described.
The two outer piers are constructed in cast-iron columns, there
being two to each pier. They are cast in sections 5 feet 6 inches
long, 3 feet internal diameter, thickness of metal I inch, flanges
I t inch. Each· section is cast witq spigot ' and ,faucet, }Vhlch are
accurately turned to fit and made interchangeable. Interpal
flanges, It inch thick, are provided to secure 9ne"to the othe! , the
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bolts being It inch, 4~ inch pitch. In the positIOns shewn 01}
.elevation DD, there are cast pockets for the purpose of r~ceiving
and securing the ends of the struts, which are formed of 12 inches
.x 6 inches rolled girders. These struts are made fast with one
pin in each end, 2 inches diameter, passing through the sides of
the pocket and webb respecti~ely. The top Sectjonsare formed
~n a similar manner generally to the others, bqt there are intermediate flanges 16 inches. below the leyel, and ~be sides of the
cylinders are cut down to allow the girders for ming lthe struts and
carrying the deck to finish flush .with the cap . . The transverst
girders, viz., those carrying the longitudinal wooden girders to
which the deck is spiked, ~re built; they are 16 inc.hes deep,
12 inches wide, -and of the length shewn ill- section; ~hey run
across the whole width of the cylinder, and are thoroughly bolted
to the flanges before mentioned. The tQngitudinal girders are
rolled joists 15 inches x 6 inches, with cover-plates top and bottom,
'9 inches wi de ' x t inch thick ,; they rest on and are secured to th~
:flange at head, and are butted and strapped to 1he transvers~
girders. Below these; girders, in the position shewn, are lwo
diagonal struts of 12 inches x 6 rnches rolled iron, the ends of
which are received into and secured to pockets cast on the sections
in a manner similar to those below, On both sides and ends the
columns are braced vertically -as shewn, the tie-fods being 2 inches
diameter in the body. The end of each rod is hooped to pin
passing through pocket, the other being screwed up tal,lt. to ring il)
the centre. These cylinders are filh;d with blue metal concrete to
the top for the purpose of giving additional strength and weight,
and to prevent the corrosion on the inliide which would otherwise
more quickly occur.
From the inner columns, and extend.ing to the commencement
·of the wings, a thorough system of horizontal bracing has been .
introduced, for the purpose of distributing the strain on the piles at
this, their weakest, point, and to knit ,the whole together. For this
purpose, beneath the horizontal cross whaIings and at 8 feet above
high water), longitudinal whalings have been run through to the
. point shewn on Elevation Plate. These ar,e scarfed and bolted on
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the piles, and fitted with chock underneath. Notched into these,
and sec'ured to intermediate piles, are double horizontal diagonal
braces of 9 inches x 5 inches, as shewn on body plan, Plate 6. The
whole of this work is scarfed, bolted, and knocked-in in an ex..ceptionally strong manner.
On the top of the headstocks, and forming the lower portion
of the superstructure, and under the girders are corbels of iron bark
14 x 12, and 14 x 9, respective(y, th?se ,on the piers spaced
20 feet apart; being 8 feet long, whiist those on the 15 feet bays
are 6 feet; they are all notched into and bolted to the headstocks.
The deck is rt:arried by four ironbark girders, 14 x 12, and two of
the same m aterial 14 X. 9, at the sides. The large girders are
placed immediately under the rails, to take the strain of the traffic
direct ; they are bolted and butted to the corbels. The deck is
9 x 3, har~w'ood, laid slightly open, and secured to the girders
with 8-inch x i-inch spikes. The kerb is 9 inches x 6 inches,
scarfe? ' off for 2 inches on the inner edge, and bolted to girder.
The rails are laid on continuous sleepers of 12 ,x 6 hardwood,
which is bolted 'to the .girders. · J . ' ) ' r
There are three sets of fender piles constructed, as shewn on
section CC. r -Each set ' is formed of three vertic-al piles, pinned
into the rock in a similar mannet to the bearing pil~s, 'and having"
two diagonal strut piles toed into the rock, and secured with vertical
dowel. The head is secured to cross strut, which 'is notched ' into
the uprights ...
These fenders ate distinct, and clear of the jetty' in every way,
and, in the event of their being catried away by t.he roll of a vessel
upon them, no damage or strain would result to the main portion
of the work.
In the position shewn on Plate, 400 feet from the outer end
of the' j.etty, a landing stage and steps are erected. The stage is
constructed about 9 feet above high water mark, and is carried up
by means of an extentio'n of ,the horizontal cross whalings. It is
20 feet long, 4' feeU'wide, and formed of 6 x 4 hardwood, laid
on edge, there being a space of 4 inc.hes behveen each .piece, and
they are each secured by <through. b~lts at each end. Leading '
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from low water mark to the stage is a wrought-iron landing s~irs, •
the top end being hinged on to the stage, the bottom being swung
with a substantial chain. Fr~m the stage ~o the deck a substantial
set of steps is fitted: it is constructed of 12 X 4 stringers and
9 x 3 reads'. A neat handrail of wrought-iron standards and
wire rope encloses the outen side.'
"
Sixty feet from the er.d of the jetty the apparatus for loading
is erected. The trucks in use all open wit~ bottom 1 doors ~
Between the rails on the up line at this pointI a hatchway
is cut,
•
which communicates with the shoot below. The shoot is formed
in two pieces, the upper portion being fitted roundr and, en9,losing
the hatchway, and secured to the girders ,!ith strong Ilngle:if(~n,
the lower end being carried up by straps secured to the outer
girders. The lower ~ortion o~ the shoot i~ ,movaple; when not in,
use it rests upon a .staging constructed Ifo~' the pU!pose~ ,with t1"0
piers of two pil~s eac~, having headstocks, gir~er~, and planking
similar to that used in the jetty, This staging is IO feet below
,t
On the bottom sides of this shoot, are fixed.
.the level ohhe deck.
.
four wheels,
and at the back of the stage a-small winch
is provided
,
v,
to run
it in and out. . Erected on and above
the kerb
is a suh-\
...
'
•
.I.
stantial jibbet constructed of 9-inch x 9-inch posts, ang well stayed
back on <to the main girders with, z-i~ch ~ .~-ip ch ,square wroughtiron rods. In the centre of the jibbet a set of 3 .:' ~ . blocks
are fixed, and on the deGk a douJ;lle pO'Yered, winch is fitted: _
When in use· the shoot,is lo~ered and ,held in pO,sition by the
fall of the rope from the ,blocks overhead rou!l4 w.inch barrel, and
th~ , small winch tackle oJ..l tpe lower ,stage ; whilst in case of
dang~r, or when- not required, it is hauled up to th~ larg,e win.cb
and run home by the sma,l ler on ~o the stage. I,t is thus comp letely
under control, ~ay b held in any position required, or l\fted clear
of danger in a very short time. The moorings i~ use ~re situated
on the port, starboard-"quarter and. stem of the jemr, as
shewn ....in the
l.4_
, local sketch., IPlate 3. . The first three are held ,' in position by large
anchors dropped il!to ~he best av~ilable hol 4 in~ 81ou~d : Each
buoy is conn,ecte~ to_tthe ,an,?hor s!oeks with , 12$ fat~o~ of stud;
stern mooring is pinned
to the solid ·
cable It -inch diam.eter. The
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rock on the shore. From these moorings the vessel, when loading,
rides, and does not at any time touch the jetty, and, if properly
handled, but seldom the fender piles.
The Company, having a large amount of timber on the estate,
togetlier with an efficient saw mill ~nd workshop adjacent to the
jetty, considered it advisable to undertake the work and risks incidental thereto themselves, under the management and charge of a
resident engineer, rather than let it by contract. The whole of the
timber for decking, braces and whalings was obtained from the
estate, and sawn as required. The girders and headstocks being
of ironbark, and, as this was not obtainable in the district, it had to
be brought trom the Manning River a?d landed at Wollongong,
and. hauled to the site. The piles, being of turpentine, were obtained . on the property. The large amount of timber required
entailed much hard work in its selection to maintain its quality.
Before commencing the erection, a suitable crane, running on
wheels and havi~g a jib 28 feet long, was con'structed, which was .
made movable horizontally but was otherWise fixed.
' The first p~rtion of the work for 250 feet was comparatively
easy to ' ~tect, tn~ rock' being g neral ry uncovered at low water.
After the cu~ves of the wm'gs were ~truck, the 'positions of the piles
in the p·iers were marked a ,~nd the liole; for' the dow~ls on the
enos 'of the piles were drilled witH augur and drill in the usual way
to the· Tequired Clepth. The roc r on which the butt of the piles
•
•
I !
rested on was' then dressed off and the pin driven Home. The
piles forming the firSt pier were then ea~h lifted on to the pins, the
heads cut off, and headstock, corb~ls, and girders fitted and
pe~anently fixed, tlie fd~ck being laid loosely. The crane was
then run out, and lifted vthe next pier i~to position together with
the other necessary! timbers;' in this way the work proceeded to its
compl6tion. IDl~ediately each pier was erected, it was treated in
this ,titanner,•
the•
' other portions, viz.,
braces, whalings, &c., being
j
brought forward at the same time, or as soon after as possible, and
com'pleted. J Very iittle temporary work was used or required, and
tne
. liabihty of dam ge
. by
. sudden storm ,vas reduced to a minimum.
.
In fact, the whole of this work <vas completed without a single stick
(

,
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being washed away; and this in the face of some of the
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of the hole, which was slightly larger than the required size; after
these holes were completed, one was in a similar manner put down
about the centre, into which a dynamite charge was inserted and
fired by a battery from on deck. This had the effect of loosening
the core, after which it was removed, the sides being cleaned off
and the bottom dressed perfectly level. On the four holes being
completed the bottom sections were lowered and secured into
position with concrete. The levels of each -section were then
taken, and the matching pieces ordered so as to bring the intermediate struts and cylinders horizontal and level on completion.
An unavoidable delay occurred during the time these final sections
were being cast and turned, during which time (three weeks)
beautiful weather prevailed, but when forthcoming nothing could
be done towards fixing them for another ten days on account of
heavy weather. As soon as practicable, the remaining sections
were lowered and bolted up securely up to the first set of
horizontal struts; matching pieces were then lowered, the holes
marked in the flanges, taken up again, bored, replaced,
and the struts and braces fixed in position. The np.xt sections
were then lowered up to the second set of struts and braces,
when the work had to be discontinued owing again to bad
weather. The author hoped, on commencing this paper, to have
been able to say that the whole of the work was completed, and
without accident of any kind, and such would undoubtedly have
been the case had the weather held favourable for another four
days, but, unfortunately, when within sight and confidential
expectation of a satisfactory ending, an unforseen and somewhat
serious accident happened.
On Thursday 2nd inst, a strong wind and heavy sea sprang
up, causing work to be discontinued. This was at a period when the
two outer cylinders were about thirty-five feet high, the inner
cylinders being up to the second strut, or forty feet high. Before
stopping the work everything was secured, so far as the unfinished
nature of the work would permit; the whole of the cylinders being
completed, as shown on elevation DD, and they were temporarily
braced back on to the jetty. During the night the sea increased
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to a gale, and coming from the N .E., it, as may be seen on the
local sketch, struck the jetty in the worst possible position. The
quarter buoy having snapped the mooring chain, broke loose and
rode on the hawser (twelve-inch), one end of which was fixed to
the northern side of the jelty; it then washed into the bay, outside
the outer cylinders, carrying the hawser with it, and owing to the
strain thus induced by the buoy being driven by the sea, it acted
as a lever of about six to one on the top sections of the cylinders,
and by also taking them in a diagonal direction to the jetty it
literally dragged them over. The flanges in the bottom sections
were ripped out, and both cylinders fell, breaking off the shoes
holding the struts in position. The inner cylinders owing to their
being stayed back on to the jetty remained secure. Had the
cylinders been coupled, or had even the second set of struts been
fixed, the accident could not have oecured, as the whole would
have been secured and braced on to the jetty, and the action of
the rope on the buoy would have been reduced to a minium, as the
strain would have been that of a simple pull, and the point taken
above the portion acted upon instead of at the fulcrum on the
flange at the rock. The author does not under-estimate the force
of the sea itself acting on the cylinders independently of the above
cause, but he feels confident that the force of the water acting on
the round surface of the cylinders was not nearly sufficient to
have caused the damage of itself, although he has no doubt, that it
materialy assisted in the result. Whether it was one, or both that
caused the accident, it undoubtedly occured during the most
critical period of the work, and was such that it was impossible to
calculate on, or provide for. When these cylinders are erected and
completed with the girders secured in position at the head, and
the horizontal and diagonal struts, and vertical diagonal braces in
position, they will form a hollow column or pier, having a base
to be acted upon of thirty-four feet by thirty-four feet, and the
author thinks that there is no sea capable of acting upon it with
sufficient force to overturn or destroy it, whatever may have
oceured lately, and also that they will, as designed, greatly add to
the strength and stability of the whole structure, by providing a tie
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to~he jetty at the outer end ' far · stronger than it is possible to
obtain by piles or any other means.
On referring to the local sketch it will be seen that the jetty is
very greatly eXposed, in fact, far more - so than any other · on the
coast. It is protected partially froni the south by the headland
and by toe low long reef; this latter is sufficient to break the full
force of the water, yet a large amount is felt, and the breakers
over it are very heavy during a gale. From the S.E. to the N.E.
it is ~ompletely exposed and receives the full force of the sea.
The gales which occurred whilst it has been in construction
have been numerous and heavy, the waves have risen some feet
over the horizontal whalings, and on one oc casion the spray
reached the deck. During these trying times the works resisted
he strains put upon the'm remarkably well ; a sea could be felt
striking the end of the jetty, and the strain transmitted through the
whole structure to the ,shore, thus proving the immense value of
the longitudinal whalings anli diagonal bracing. In designing
this work great care was taken not to expose more material to the
action of the sea than was absolutely necessary for its safety and
(Jurability! it being thoroughly recognised that ,in this instance an
e'xcess of strength (apparent) was virtually an element of weakness;
nothing, therefore, has been done more than has been c6nsidered
absohitely essential to carry out the above object, and what has
'b een done has been completed in the strongest and best possible
manner; whether the best means have been adopted to Secure the
desired end remains to b further proved by the best judge, viz/,
time. The cost of the work when completed will probably not
exceed £12,000. This work has been designed and carried out
by the author in conjunction with his brpthel;, Mr. Walter Kerle,
who has been, and is, the resident engineer, and who h s had the
direct charge and ' management of the whole, great praise being
undoubtedly due to ' him for the maqner in which it has been
pushed on, and so near completed. Mr. James Coult~r has acted
Qunng the whole time ,as foreman1lof . works.in a thoroughly
efficient1manner. .
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